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We propose and demonstrate a simple and easy-to-implement projective-measurement protocol
to determine the radial index p of a Laguerre-Gaussian (LGlp) mode. Our method entails converting
any specified high-order LG0p mode into a near-Gaussian distribution that matches the fundamental
mode of a single-mode fiber (SMF) through the use of two phase-screens (unitary transformations)
obtained by applying a phase-retrieval algorithm. The unitary transformations preserve the or-
thogonality of modes and guarantee that our protocol can, in principle, be free of crosstalk. We
measure the coupling efficiency of the transformed radial modes to the SMF for different pairs of
phase-screens. Because of the universality of phase-retrieval methods, we believe that our protocol
provides an efficient way of fully characterizing the radial spatial profile of an optical field.
Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes, LGlp, characterized by
the radial index p (a non-negative integer) and by a az-
imuthal index l (an integer), are solutions of the parax-
ial wave equation in cylindrical coordinates [1, 2]. The
LG modes are orthonormal and form a complete basis
set. Both the azimuthal and radial degrees of freedom
are theoretically unbounded (unlike polarization, which
is 2-dimensional). This unbounded nature is potentially
useful for applications such as classical and quantum
communication [3–7], including quantum key distribution
(QKD) [8, 9] by allowing for high-dimensional encoding,
which leads to increased information capacity [10, 11].
To date, most of these applications have employed the
LGl0, that is, the OAM modes of lowest radial order, for
which efficient means of detection and characterization
are available [12–17]. The radial modes, LGlp, have been
under-utilized for such applications because of the ab-
sence of methods for detecting and measuring the radial
index.
Some methods for measuring the radial index have re-
cently been reported [18–21]. Based on the principle of
a universal quantum sorter [22], Zhou et al. [18] demon-
strated the sorting of even- and odd-order radial modes
into separate output ports of an interferometer. However,
further classification of a large number of modes would
require cascading several such interferometers, thereby
increasing the implementation complexity. Projective
measurement presents one method for mode-sorting, and
generally entails mapping a specified input mode to a par-
ticular output mode (typically a Gaussian). This output
mode can then be coupled to a SMF that selects only
the fundamental Gaussian component. The projective
measurement method for radial modes demonstrated in
[19] employs flattening the phase-front of the incoming
field. However, the incomplete projection onto the SMF
mode results in low (input mode-dependent) detection
efficiency as well as crosstalk, which are detrimental for
most quantum applications. Although the crosstalk can
be reduced by selecting the central (flat intensity) por-
tion of the phase-flattened mode, it would also decrease
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2the detection efficiency [23].
LG modes retain their transverse structure as they
propagate through free space, through lenses and as they
reflect off of mirrors. As a consequence, one cannot
use these elements to losslessly project high-order radial
modes onto a Gaussian. Morizur et al. proposed [24] that
unitary transformation of any given mode to another can
be achieved by repeated reflection off a deformable mirror
(which introduces a spatially varying transverse phase)
and Fourier transformation through a lens, over several
iterations. However, their protocol was only tested for
the first four Hermite-Gaussian modes and required sev-
eral optimization steps to arrive at the correct configura-
tion of the deformable mirror required for high conversion
efficiency. Repeated phase transformations introduced
by either reflecting off a spatial light modulator (SLM)
or by multiple scattering have been used in [25] and in
[20] respectively, to map an LG mode to a mode index-
dependent position at the output. However, while the
former configuration cannot be used to extract the rela-
tive phases between constituent modes in a coherent su-
perposition, the latter suffers from high scattering losses
(approximately 0.2% of input power was collected at the
output).
Here, we present a simple and easy-to-implement pro-
tocol for measuring the radial mode spectrum of an opti-
cal field by transforming high-order radial modes to the
fundamental mode of a SMF. In our approach, we use
two phase-screens (to introduce a spatially varying trans-
verse phase structure), placed at the object plane and at
the Fourier plane of a lens respectively, to transform a
particular radial mode (LG0p) to the fundamental mode
of a SMF, assumed here to be a Gaussian (LG00). The
required pair of phase-screens for each input mode is cal-
culated through the use of a phase-retrieval algorithm.
The transformations performed by phase-screens are in
principle lossless and hence, unitary. The orthogonal-
ity of modes is maintained after unitary transformation,
and this property guarantees that modes with radial in-
dex other than that for which the phase screens were
designed will not couple to the SMF. Thus, through our
protocol, one can measure the radial index of a mode
(and thereby determine the radial mode spectrum of an
optical field) with negligible crosstalk.
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic representation of our
projection protocol. The transformation of a LG0p mode
(where p > 0) to a Gaussian mode is an example of a
‘synthesis problem’ as we have a priori knowledge of the
intensity distributions in the object plane as well as the
Fourier plane [26]. We use the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS)
phase-retrieval algorithm, an iterative error-reduction al-
gorithm, [27, 28] to calculate the required phase-screens
Φ1(x, y) and Φ2(x, y). The SLM1, placed at the object
plane of a lens, introduces a phase Φ1(x, y) on the input
field LG0p (or f(x, y)). On propagation through the lens,
the intensity distribution at the Fourier plane (or equiv-
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the protocol with
insets showing the phase-screens, Φ1(x, y) and Φ2(x, y) that
convert an LG0p mode into a Gaussian output mode. (b) The
variation of Fourier-domain error  for the input modes LG01,
LG02 and LG
0
3, with the number of iterations Niter of the al-
gorithm.
alently at the far-field) becomes similar to the intensity
distribution of the LG00 mode (or g(x, y)). However, this
transformation often results in an incorrect phase distri-
bution at the Fourier plane. The SLM2, placed at the
Fourier plane, subsequently introduces another phase,
Φ2(x, y), which corrects these residual phase errors and
flattens the phase. As phase-transformations in the ab-
sence of losses are unitary, the orthogonality of these pro-
jected modes remains preserved at the SMF. Due to re-
strictions on the aperture size of our SLM, we choose the
first three high-order radial modes LG0p with p = {1, 2, 3}
to test our protocol.
For our two-dimensional problem, the uniqueness of
a phase-retrieval solution is ensured due to the non-
factorability of polynomials of two-or-more complex vari-
ables [29]. We define an error metric  in the Fourier
domain to study the convergence of the GS algorithm to
this solution with the number of iterations Niter. In many
cases, if a solution exists, the algorithm converges within
a few iterations. However, the algorithm can also stag-
nate close to the local minimum of  without converging
any further [26]. To study the efficiency of the algorithm
at calculating the required pair of phase-screens for each
input mode, we define  in terms of C, the coherent mode-
overlap efficiency between the projected LG0p mode and
the mode of the SMF, as follows
 = 1− C = 1− |2pi
∑
ρ
ρF ∗n(ρ)gn(ρ)|2. (1)
Here, ρ is the Fourier domain radial coordinate, Fn(ρ)
is the normalized radial mode at the Fourier plane after
the application of the relevant pair of phase-screens Φ1
and Φ2, and gn(ρ) is the desired mode at the Fourier
3plane (normalized Gaussian). The modes are normalized
such that 2pi
∑
ρ(ρ|Fn(ρ)|2) = 2pi
∑
ρ(ρ|gn(ρ)|2) = 1. C
also represents the fraction of input power that couples
into the SMF after the phase-corrections. Figure 1(b)
shows the variation of  with Niter, where Niter is the
number of iterations, for the different input radial modes
(LG01 to LG
0
3). Without the phase-corrections, or when
Niter = 0,  is unity as the unconverted high-order ra-
dial modes are orthogonal to the SMF mode. As Niter
increases,  (C) decreases (increases) for all modes until
it stagnates close to 0.18 after approximately 35 itera-
tions. This non-negligible error represents an overall loss
of power coupled into the SMF. However, as we show
later in the paper, this loss of power is not as consequen-
tial as there is negligible crosstalk due to the preserved
orthogonality of modes in our protocol (see figure 5(a)).
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. The labeled
components are: Collimating lens (L2), microscope objectives
(L1 and L8) to couple laser light out of and into a SMF re-
spectively, waveplates (QWP+HWP) to transform the polar-
ization from the output of the fiber to the correct polarization
for SLM1, pupil P (at the Fourier plane of lens L3) to isolate
the first order of diffraction from SLM1, imaging systems to
create a magnified image of the Fourier plane of L3 onto SLM2
(lenses L4 and L5) and to image the transformed field onto
the exit pupil of L8 (lenses L6 and L7).
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the experimental setup
used to test the protocol. Two Hamamatsu LCOS (Liq-
uid crystal on Silicon) SLMs (model X10468-02), with a
pixel size of 20 µm and an active area of 600 × 800 pixels,
are used as the phase screens. The source is a He-Ne laser
spatially filtered through the use of a SM600 fiber (sin-
gle mode for 633 nm wavelength). The Gaussian mode
at the output of the SMF is collimated to a large diam-
eter to ensure that the beam is larger than the active
area of our SLMs to have uniform intensity at all the
pixels of SLM1. The LG0p modes (p = {0, 1, 2, 3}) are
generated by phase-only modulation of SLM1 through
the use of computer-generated holograms. The ampli-
tude and phase of the LG mode is imposed on the first
order of diffraction of the grating function impressed on
SLM1, in accordance with the approach given in [30].
For convenience and efficient resource utilization, the
first phase-screen (see figures 3(a)-(d)) is implemented
along with the mode generation on SLM1 itself. The
azimuthally-averaged intensity distributions for each in-
put radial mode at the image plane and the Fourier plane,
recorded using a CCD camera, were found to differ from
the theoretical intensities by a root-mean-square (rms)
error of less than 10% (see figure 6 in the appendix),
thereby confirming that the generated radial modes are
of good fidelity. After the second phase-correction im-
pressed by SLM2 (see figures 3(e)-(h)), the transformed
modes are coupled via an imaging system and a micro-
scope objective to a SMF-coupled photodetector. Fig-
ures 3(i)-(l) show the recorded intensities at the Fourier
plane (or SLM2) of the various input modes after the
application of the corresponding pair of phase-screens.
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FIG. 3. (a-d) Phase-screens on SLM1, and (e-h) on SLM2
for input radial modes LG00 to LG
0
3 (from left to right). In
calculating these phase screens, GS algorithm was applied for
200 iterations (well beyond the stagnation point). (j-l) Cap-
tured intensities at SLM2 after applying the corresponding
phase-screens to the various input modes LG00 to LG
0
3 (from
left to right). In all cases, the transformed intensity closely
resembles the near-Gaussian mode of a SMF, although some
distortion is evident in panel (j).
The coupling efficiency of a given mode to the SMF is
taken to be the ratio of the power coupled into the fiber
to the total power incident on the microscope objective.
This method of calculation allows us to account for any
losses prior to the objective. The coupling efficiencies of
different input radial modes (from LG00 to LG
0
3) for vari-
ous pairs of phase-screens are obtained similarly, forming
the ‘crosstalk matrix’. We note that although the LG00
mode simply requires a rescaling of the waist size for effi-
cient coupling to the SMF, we include it in our basis set
for completeness and for examining the crosstalk.
Figure 4 shows the calculated intensities and phase-
fronts of different input modes (LG00, LG
0
1, LG
0
2 and
LG03) at the Fourier plane after the application of phase-
screens calculated for the LG02 mode. Essentially, one ob-
tains a nearly-Gaussian amplitude and a flat-phase at the
Fourier plane only when the applied phase-screens corre-
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FIG. 4. Calculated (a-d) intensities and (e-h) phases of input
modes LG00 to LG
0
3 (from left to right) at the Fourier plane af-
ter the application of phase-corrections corresponding to LG02
mode. The intensities are normalized to the maximum inten-
sity and the phases are given in units of pi radians. Note that
only when the input mode corresponds to the phase-screens
on the two SLMs does the transformed mode have the correct
amplitude (c) and (flat) phase (g) distributions to couple to
the Gaussian mode profile of a single-mode fiber.
spond to the particular input mode. Since the coupling
efficiency of the transformed modes to the SMF depends
on both intensity and phase distributions, the improperly
transformed modes have negligible coupling efficiency to
the SMF (or equivalently, negligible crosstalk). Hence,
the coherent mode-overlap efficiency, or C in equation 1,
between the transformed modes and the SMF mode is the
pertinent measure for the efficacy of these phase-screens.
(a) (b)
FIG. 5. Crosstalk matrices (a) from calculations, and (b) ob-
tained experimentally. Here pin is the radial index of the input
mode, whereas pscreen is the radial index corresponding to the
pair of phase-screens. See tables I and II in the appendix for
the actual values.
Figure 5(a) shows the predicted crosstalk matrix,
which is obtained by calculating the overlap integral of
each transformed radial mode with the SMF mode for
different pairs of phase-screens. The diagonal elements
of the matrix have high values (larger than 0.8), imply-
ing a high conversion efficiency for the radial modes with
the correct pair of phase-screens. The off-diagonal ele-
ments, on the other hand, have low values (close to zero),
implying a negligible conversion efficiency for the incor-
rect pair of phase-screens. Further, in agreement with
figure 1(b), the conversion efficiency of radial modes (di-
agonal elements of figure 5(a)) decreases monotonically
with increasing radial index, from 99% for LG00 to ap-
proximately 81% for LG03. Figure 5(b) shows the mea-
sured crosstalk matrix. Comparing the diagonal terms
of the matrices in figures 5(b) and 5(a), we see that the
coupling efficiencies for all the modes, with the correct
pair of phase-screens is lower than the calculated result.
Also, except for LG03 (or pin = 3), the measured crosstalk
values, given by the off-diagonal terms, are less than 15%.
The lower coupling efficiency measured overall, and
the observed crosstalk for radial indices larger than 1
could be due to a combined effect of the following fac-
tors: (1) calibration errors at each pixel on the SLMs
(Correct calibration of each pixel is a stringent require-
ment for SLM2. SLM1 has a grating for mode generation.
Therefore, any calibration errors therein would manifest
in the diffraction efficiency, and not as significantly in
the profile of the generated mode.); (2) imperfect optics,
and the presence of aberrations such as astigmatism and
spherical aberration in the imaging systems before and
after SLM2; (3) crosstalk between the pixels on the SLMs
(called the fringing effect in [31]), which becomes signif-
icant whenever the phase wraps from 2pi to 0 gradually
over a few pixels instead of sharply. A possible solu-
tion for improving the coupling efficiency and lowering
the crosstalk could be to use a genetic algorithm simi-
lar to the one used in [20] to calibrate and correct for
the phase errors due to the SLMs as well as the imaging
systems. Also, a hologram with high spatial resolution
should reduce the crosstalk between adjacent pixels dur-
ing phase-wrapping.
To summarize, we have proposed and provided a proof-
of-principle demonstration of a new protocol for deter-
mining the radial mode decomposition of an optical field.
The protocol utilizes two phase transformations, one at
the object and the other in the Fourier plane of a lens,
to convert high-order radial modes to the fundamental
mode of a SMF. The required phase transformations were
calculated using the Gerchberg-Saxton phase-retrieval al-
gorithm. The implementation is straightforward and
does not require complicated setups and optimization.
Also, as it utilizes only phase-corrections, our procedure
for maximizing the coherent mode overlap between the
high-order LG modes and the Gaussian mode is intrinsi-
cally non-lossy. We believe that by improving on the im-
plementation, as suggested in the preceding paragraph,
the performance can be improved further.
The universal nature of the phase-retrieval algorithm
suggests the future use of this protocol for measurements
of the azimuthal mode structure in addition to the ra-
dial modes, or for measurements in other bases includ-
ing the Hermite-Gaussian basis. This possibility opens
up a plethora of applications pertaining to classical and
quantum communication, and to quantum computation
[32] that benefit from the increased information capac-
ity obtained by accessing the entire transverse degree of
freedom of photons. In addition, this protocol may be
useful for applications such as super-resolution [33] and
quantum state tomography [11, 34].
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7APPENDIX
Fidelity of generated radial modes
The Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes propagating along z with waist size w0 can be written in the position repre-
sentation in cylindrical coordinates as [35]
LGlp(r, φ, z) =
√
2p!
pi(p+ |l|)!
1
wz
(√
2r
wz
)|l|
L|l|p
(
2r2
w2z
)
·
· exp
(
− r
2
w2z
+ i
(
lφ+
kr2
2Rz
− (2p+ |l|+ 1)φg
))
.
where wz = w0
√
1 +
(
z
z0
)2
is the waist size of the mode after propagating a distance z, z0 = piw
2
0/λ is the Rayleigh
range, Rz = z + z
2
0/z is the radius of curvature of the wavefront, and φg = tan
−1 z/z0 is the Guoy phase shift. The
radial modes considered here have a zero azimuthal index, or l = 0.
As a first step, the fidelity of the generated modes from SLM1 was verified. Without adding any correcting phases
on the SLM1, the intensities of different LG0p modes were captured by a CCD camera at the Fourier plane, as well
as the image plane of SLM1. The mean intensity distributions were then obtained from the recorded intensities by
averaging over the azimuthal coordinates. The average measured intensity distributions were then compared with the
theoretical intensities obtained by taking the squared modulus of the field distribution of LG0p(r, φ, z = 0).
Figures 6(a-d) and (e-h) compare the averaged intensity distributions of LG0p modes, obtained experimentally (blue)
and theoretically (red), at the Fourier plane and at the image plane respectively. The intensity of the modes recorded
on a CCD camera are shown in the insets. The root-mean-squared error between the theoretical cross-section and
the cross-section obtained from the experiment is less than 10% for both the image plane and the Fourier plane (as
indicated in the inset), which confirms that the generated LG0p modes are of high fidelity.
Tables of coupling efficiencies
Tables I and II show the calculated and the measured coupling efficiencies (Cpin,pscreen) respectively, of the various
LG0pin modes for the different pairs of added phase-screens (denoted by the radial index pscreen). The coupling
efficiencies are plotted in matrix form as the two crosstalk matrices shown in figure 5(a) and 5(b). The conditional
probability (Pcpin,pscreen) corresponds to the probability of detecting the LG
0
pin mode provided that the Hilbert space
comprises {LG00, LG01, LG02, LG03}. The conditional probability for both simulations and the experiment is given by
Pcpin,pscreen =
Cpin,pscreen∑
pin
Cpin,pscreen
(2)
8FIG. 6. Azimuthally averaged intensity distributions of the generated radial modes at the (a-d) Fourier plane, and at the (e-h)
image plane of SLM1 recorded in the experiment (blue), and from theory for radial modes LG00, LG
0
1, LG
0
2 and LG
0
3 (from
top to bottom). Insets show the field intensities recorded by a CCD camera. The goodness-of-fit is represented as the percent
root-mean-square-error (RMSE) on the plots.
pscreen pin Coupling Efficiency Conditional Probability
Cpin,pscreen Pcpin,pscreen
0 0 0.9947 0.994501
0 1 0.0001 0.00009998
0 2 0.0018 0.00179964
0 3 0.0036 0.00359928
1 0 0.0000 0.0000
1 1 0.8310 0.996761
1 2 0.0001 0.000119947
1 3 0.0026 0.00311863
2 0 0.0000 0.0000
2 1 0.0025 0.0030499
2 2 0.8170 0.996706
2 3 0.0002 0.000243992
3 0 0.0000 0.0000
3 1 0.0173 0.0209468
3 2 0.0004 0.00048432
3 3 0.8082 0.978569
TABLE I. Table of calculated coupling efficiencies and conditional probabilities of the LG0pin modes for the pairs of phase-screens
corresponding to radial index pscreen.
9pscreen pin Coupling Efficiency Conditional Probability
Cpin,pscreen Pcpin,pscreen
0 0 0.30537 0.950736
0 1 0.00686248 0.0213656
0 2 0.00497067 0.0154757
0 3 0.00399011 0.0124228
1 0 0.00399687 0.0151793
1 1 0.245118 0.93091
1 2 0.00608885 0.0231242
1 3 0.00810648 0.0307868
2 0 0.0111205 0.0538439
2 1 0.0192632 0.0932698
2 2 0.150514 0.728766
2 3 0.0256349 0.124121
3 0 0.0153835 0.0718829
3 1 0.00634927 0.0296683
3 2 0.0480315 0.224437
3 3 0.144244 0.674011
TABLE II. Table of measured coupling efficiencies and conditional probabilities of the LG0pin modes for the pairs of phase-screens
corresponding to radial index pscreen.
